
CREATIVE WRITING ACTIVITIES USING PICTURES AS CENTERPIECES

Looking for easy ways to use pictures as party decorations? Check out 20+ creative photo centerpieces, photo collage
ideas, and picture display ideas!.

Then, color it in. Use a foam brush to apply acrylic paint evenly over pumpkin. Above him is a banner that
reads, "School Play". Write a creative a story to go along with the picture. Holy crap, right?! Coffee Filter
Jellyfish â€” Making the ceiling a part of the classroom decor can go a long way to making over your learning
space. What a lovely centerpiece! Crate Reading Bench Tutorial â€” Need both storage and seating? Each
centerpiece consisted of three wine bottles of various shapes and sizes. Explain the scene and color the picture.
Safari Themed Reading Hut â€” Create a cozy themed space with a a simple frame and top. Place the candle
over the top of the pumpkin and trace the circular shape onto the pumpkin. In the background we see the
bunny hopping away. Tips for Beating the Bulletin Board Blues â€” Score tips on the best ways to make
bulletin boards easier on you â€” save time and energy. I hope you find these classroom decorating ideas fun
and fuel to help make your classroom sparkle. This safari-themed hut is invitingly cozy but open for easy
classroom management. Let them dry overnight. For a day or for all year, use bulletin board paper to make a
reading tent or whole group meeting area. Abundantly fill the foam block so that you cannot see the opening
of the pumpkin. To accent the gourds paleness â€”add a runner or fabric piece in a bright autumn color. Write
a short story that explains how they met and color the underwater scene. Decorating Your Classroom
Creatively source: craftymorning. Now, my husband forbids me to go there most of the time. Plan for the
week by keeping your materials tucked out of the way and visual line of sight but make them easy to get to.
The next step required grouping the bottles into threes, making sure each grouping had one of each color and
different heights and sizes of bottles. Tie with ribbon and bow draping with long ends cut on diagonal. The
father's got a tiny fish and his son has a giant fish. More Classroom Decor. That place is my second home, or
at least it used to be before I got on a budget. The girl is holding a rainbow lunch box.


